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Paper

A Method of Important Player Extraction Based on

Link Analysis in Soccer Videos

Sho Takahashi (member)†, Miki Haseyama (member)†

Abstract In this paper, a method for extraction of important players in soccer videos based on link analysis is proposed.

In a soccer match, players perform shoot tackles, assistance, and covering. Furthermore, the soccer tactics are defined the

formation of players based on various relationships between players. The proposed method extracts the important players, in

order to obtain information for understanding the soccer matches for various audiences. Specifically, our method notes that

relationship between players, who cooperate with each other by the pass and the covering, is similar to relationship between

web pages which are connected by links. First, the proposed method obtains player networks based on relationship between

players in each team. The relationships are defined based on player positions and the possibility of the pass or the covering

between players. Finally, in the proposed method, by applying the link analysis to the obtained player networks, important

players are extracted. By realizing this approach, important players are extracted from the player networks based on the

possibility of the pass or the covering between players. In the last of this paper, the above link analysis-based method was

applied to actual soccer matches to show the reasonability of our method.

Key words: soccer videos, soccer tactics, first-arrival region, HITS algorithm, link analysis.

1. Introduction

In recent years, by using digital broadcasting and Hy-
bridcast1), audience can obtain not only video sequences
but also various data such as information on the broad-
casted contents. Furthermore, by the increase of the
contents, improvement of the qualities of digital broad-
casting is expected. However, generation of the various
data in many broadcasted contents by manual opera-
tion is not realistic. Therefore, automatic extraction
methods of information about the broadcasting con-
tents from video sequences are very useful techniques.
Particularly, in order to provide various data in soccer
programs, various methods for automatic indexing are
proposed2)-8).

In the field of video analysis about soccer contents,
some methods create indexes of the game to extract
the highlight scene such as used in the sports news pro-
gram6)-8). However, since many people are interested in
not only general events such as set piece but also the
various tactics, an analysis of soccer videos based on a
tactical approach is necessary for support understand-
ing of the broadcasted contents. Therefore, many tra-
ditional methods, which estimate positions of the play-
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ers or pitch area for analysis of soccer videos9)-12), are
proposed. Furthermore, in order to realize methods of
analyzing soccer tactics from soccer videos, we previ-
ously proposed methods for pass region estimation13)

and players clustering14).
By utilizing the methods for pass region estimation

and players clustering, we can obtain newly informa-
tion of soccer videos about pass of the ball and effec-
tive formation of player positions. However, since in-
formation of the players, who have an important role in
the soccer tactics (important players), are very useful
elements for understanding of team tactics, the extrac-
tion of important players is necessary. The important
players are those who shoot, tackle, assist, and cover,
and such players generally dominate the soccer match.
Therefore, by visualizing the important players in soc-
cer tactics, various audiences can easily understand the
soccer match.

In this paper, we propose a method for extracting im-
portant players in order to obtain information for un-
derstanding the soccer match. In the soccer matches,
the attack players and the defense players have the re-
lationship of pass and covering, respectively. Further-
more, we note that this relationship between the play-
ers, which cooperate with each other by the pass and
the covering, is similar to that between the web pages
which is connected by links. Specifically, the proposed
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method obtains the network of players based on rela-
tionship between players, which are possibilities of the
pass or the covering. Moreover, the proposed method
extract the important players from video sequences, by
applying HITS algorithm15) to the obtained networks of
players. HITS algorithm15) is generally utilized in link
analysis of Web. By realizing this approach, important
players are extracted based on the possibility of the pass
or the covering between players.

This paper is organized as follows. An overview of the
proposed method and a definition of important players
and are shown in Section 2. In Section 3, the first-
arrival region that is obtained based on the movement
model of each player is explained. The first-arrival re-
gion is an element of the generation of player network.
In Section 4, HITS algorithm-based method for extrac-
tion of important players using the player network is
proposed. In Section 5, the reasonability of the link
analysis-based method is shown by using actual data of
soccer matches. Finally, concluding remarks are pre-
sented in Section 6.

2. Overview of Proposed Method and
Definition of Important Players

In this section, the important players are defined.
The important players are target objects in our extrac-
tion method. In addition, an overview of the proposed
method for extracting important players based on link
analysis is shown in this section.

In the field of sports science, the feature of soccer
players about the visual search behavior for understand-
ing of the player positions is studied16). By the studies
of sports science, the features of soccer players are indi-
cated that the high skill players keep the good positions,
which can communicate with many the other players by
pass or covering. Therefore, the high skill players keep
the good positions for achieve a same purpose, which
is a realization of a tactics. Specifically, since the soc-
cer tactics are decided by player formation, the good 2D
positions in the soccer pitch that can communicate with
many the other players by pass or covering is very im-
portant. On the other hand, web pages which describe
about the same thing are linked with each other. Specif-
ically, since many links with other pages of the same
thing can increase traffic from the other linked pages,
the links with the other pages is very important. From
the above, the features of web links and relationships
between players similar to each other. The relation-
ships between players are defined from 2D positions in

the soccer pitch. Thus, in the proposed method, impor-
tant players are extracted by applying HITS algorithm,
which is utilized for link analysis.

Especially, since authority pages of HITS algorithm
are linked from other pages, authority players in the
proposed method are defined as those who as ball re-
ceiver of attack team and attacker in defense team. On
the other hand, since hub pages of HITS algorithm link
to other pages, hub players in the proposed method are
defined as those who as ball holder of attack team and
cover player of attacker in defense team.

The details of the proposed method is explained in
the following sections.

3. Generation of First-arrival Region

In this section, we explain the first-arrival region
which are utilized for the generation of player networks.
The first-arrival region is defined as regions that are
each player firstly arrives to each position of the pitch17).
Therefore, in order to generate the first-arrival region,
a movement model of soccer players on the pitch must
be defined. The movement model gives the minimum
arrival time of each player to arbitrary points of the
field based on the initial velocity and position of the
player. The method of first-arrival region17) formulates
the movement model by assuming that each player’s ac-
celeration is constant. However, that movement model
is not realistic because the speed of a player increases
to infinity. Therefore, the proposed method utilizes the
movement model that the force is generated against the
velocity18). The details of movement model and calcu-
lation of the first-arrival region are explained in below.

3. 1 Formulation of Movement Model
In this section, we firstly explain the definition of the

movement model which is utilized for generating the
first-arrival region. In the proposed method, we as-
sume that a player can move equal distance to any di-
rection and the force is generated against the direction
of movement. Therefore, the movement model based
on the above hypothesis is defined as follows:

m
d

dt
−→v =

−→
F − k−→v , (1)

where m is mass of the player,
−→
F is the maximum value

of propulsion of the player, k is the resistance coeffi-
cient, and −→v is velocity of the player. In the above
equation, the second term on the right-side represents
the against force of the movement of the player. Fur-
thermore,

−→
F is F−→e , where −→e is an arbitrary unit vec-
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Fig. 1 The example of the first-arrival region of each

player in the soccer pitch.

tor. Next, Equation (1) is rewritten as follows:

−→x −−→x0 = Vmax

(
t− 1− e−αt

α

)
+

1− e−αt

α
−→v0 , (2)

where Equation (2) is solution of a differential equation
of Eq. (1), −→v0 is −→v at the time of t = 0 and α denotes
the magnitude of the resistance. From Eq. (1), since
−→v <

−→
F
k is satisfied, Eq. (2) indicates that a player

with initial velocity −→v0 at initial position −→x0 at t = 0
can reach the point −→x at time t.

3. 2 Generation of First-arrival Region
In this section, we explain the generation of first-

arrival regions. The movement model that gives the
minimum arrival time to arbitrary points of the field
based on the initial velocity and position of the player
in the previous section were defined. The first-arrival
region based on the minimum arrival time of each player
is defined as follows:

D(p(t)
k ) = {x ∈ R2|ts(x, p

(t)
k ) <= ts(x, p(t)

m )),

m |= k, m ∈ In}(3)

where pk represents each player, In = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and
ts(x, pk) is the shortest time to arrival at position x.
The first-arrival region D is the region where the player
pk can arrive earlier than any other players. Generation
of the first-arrival region that is applied to an actual
soccer video is shown in Figure. 1. In Fig. 1, the
blue points and red points are attack team players and
defense team players, respectively. Furthermore, blue
area and red area are first-arrival region of the attack
team player and the defense team player, respectively.
By utilizing Fig. 1, we can obtain the relationship be-
tween players.

4. Extraction of Important Players based
on HITS Algorithm

In this section, we propose HITS algorithm-based

method for extracting important players from soccer
videos. The proposed method notes that this relation-
ship between the players, which cooperate with each
other by the pass and the covering, is similar to that
between the web pages which is connected by links. In
the proposed method, we obtains the network of play-
ers based on relationship between players, which are
possibilities of the pass or the covering. Since the ob-
tained networks express the possibilities of the pass or
the covering, we can analysis the relationship between
players by utilizing the link analysis methods. There-
fore, in order to obtain important players based on the
relationship between players, we apply HITS algorithm
to obtained player networks. HITS algorithm is gen-
erally utilized for extraction of the web pages which
include important subjects. Therefore, in the proposed
method, by applying HITS algorithm to the obtained
player networks, the important players based on the re-
lationship between players can be extracted.

In this section, Generation of the player network is
explained in 4.1, and a method for extraction of impor-
tant players is proposed in 4.2.

4. 1 Generation of Player Network
In this subsection, we explain the generation of the

player networks based on the first-arrival region. The
possibility of the pass or the covering becomes high
when the first-arrival regions are adjacent. Further-
more, when an opposite player does not exist and an
own team player exist in the neighborhood, those pos-
sibilities becomes high. Thus, when the boundary line
of the first-arrival regions is long and the distance be-
tween players is small, the possibilities becomes high.
In the proposed method, the relation [Lij ] of the play-
ers pi and pj (i, j = {1, . . . , 22|j |= j}) is expressed by
the player network using length of the boundary line
of the first-arrival regions lij and the distance between
the players dij . The adjacency matrix L = [Lij ] of the
players is defined as follows:

[Lij ] =

{
lij

dij
(i |= j)

0.0 (i = j).
(4)

Thus, we obtain an adjacency matrix Lo = [Loij ]
∗ of

the attack team players (attack team players’ network)
from the adjacency matrix L. Similarly, we obtain an
adjacency matrix Ld = [Ldij ]

∗∗ of the defense team

∗ When the possibility of the pass between player pi and player pj

is low, [Loij
] is set to 0.0. Specifically, when the player pj exists

behind the player pi, [Loij
] is set to 0.0.

∗∗ When the possibility of the covering between player pi and player
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Fig. 2 The examples of player networks of both attack

team and defense team players.

players (defense team players’ network) from the adja-
cency matrix L. Since the obtained network is gener-
ated based on the above process, the links of each player
express the relationship between the players. The ad-
jacency matrices Lo and Ld are asymmetric matrix.
Thus, in the proposed method, directed graph Lo and
Ld are analyzed by HITS algorithm. The example of a
generated player network based on the first-arrival re-
gion is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the blue points, red
points, black point, edges are respectively attack team
players, defense team players, ball, links. The links are
expressed the relationship between the players which
are the pass or the covering.

4. 2 Extraction of Important Players based
on HITS Algorithm

In this section, we explain a method for extraction
of important players based on HITS algorithm. In the
proposed method, important players are extracted from
the obtained player networks by calculating weight of
authority and hub in HITS algorithm. Specifically, by
applying HITS algorithm to Lo and Ld, the proposed
method calculates an authority weight and a hub weight
for each player based on Lo and Ld. Furthermore, we
extract important players by utilizing the obtained au-
thority and hub weights. The details of the proposed
method are shown in below.
(i) Update the weights

The authority weight aoi and the hub weight hoi

are calculated by the following equations for the
attack team players pi and pj (i, j = 1, . . . , 11):

aoi = ε

11∑
j=1

Lojihoj , (5)

pj is low, [Ldij
] is set to 0.0. Specifically, when the player pj ex-

ists behind the player pi, [Ldij
] is set to 0.0.

hoi = η

11∑
j=1

Loij aoj , (6)

where ε and η are normalized constants, Both the
authority weight and the hub weight are initially
equal to 1. Similarly, the authority weight adi and
the hub weight hdi are calculated for the defense
team player i(i = 1, . . . , 11).

(ii) Judgment of important players
In the proposed method, by iterating the calcu-
lation of the authority and hub weights in each
player, converged authority and hub weights are
obtained in all players. Furthermore, the pro-
posed method extracts a player who have higher
authority weight as important player, and extracts
a player who have higher hub weight as important
player too.

HITS algorithm is the authority and hub extraction
method from networks based on link analysis. In the
proposed method, since relationship between important
players and relationship between important web pages
are similar to each other, important players are ex-
tracted by utilizing the authority and hub weights based
on HITS algorithm.

In recent years, the methods of web link analysis were
reported19)20). These analyze the huge networks such as
web. However, in our method, the network of players,
which are not huge network are analyzed. Therefore, we
do not need the link analysis methods for the huge net-
works. Furthermore, we need extract authority players
and hub players as important players from the player
networks. Thus, we introduced HITS algorithm to the
important player extraction.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method by experiments. In the first experiments,
we used two frames captured from actual soccer videos
at the beginning of the following events: (1) some play-
ers attack in cooperation with each other team mate,
and an attack team player in the left side of the pitch
succeeds the pass to a forward player, and (2) the attack
team succeeds the left side attack, after that fails the
right side attack. These scenes are shown in Figs. 3
(a) and 4 (a), respectively. In these figures, blue points,
red points, black points, yellow points, green points
and edges are attack team players, defense team play-
ers, ball, authority, hub and link of players, respec-
tively. The results of the important player extraction
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are shown in Fig. 3 (b)-(d) and 4 (b)-(d).
In the proposed method, authority players in the pro-

posed method are defined as those who as ball receiver
of attack team and attacker in defense team. Further-
more, hub players in the proposed method are defined
as those who as ball holder of attack team and cover
player of attacker in defense team. Therefore, when
the above authority and hub players are extracted, we
judged the correct result in this experiment, where cor-
rect results are decided by manual configuration.

As shown in Fig. 3, correct extraction of the impor-
tant players can be achieved by the proposed method.
In the scene of Fig. 3, player A pass to the ball to player
B, successfully. Furtheremore, player A’ and player B’
are very important players in defense team, since num-
ber of players in right side of the attack team is an
advantage for the attack team. Therefore, in the scene
of Fig. 3, player A(hub), player B(authority), player
A’(authority) and player B’(hub) are need to extract.
In Fig. 3, player A and player B were extracted in the
network of the attack team. Furthermore, player A’ and
player B’ were extracted in the network of the defense
team. Thus, we verified the correct extraction by the
proposed method from Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed method can also ex-
tract important players from the player network. In the
scene of Fig. 4, first, player A pass to the ball to player
B, successfully. After that, player A’ and player B’ suc-
cessfully defense an attack by player C. Therefore, in
the scene of Fig. 4, player A(hub), player B(authority),
player A’(authority) and player B’(hub) are need to ex-
tract. In Fig. 4, player A and player B were extracted
in the network of the attack team. Furthermore, player
A’ and player B’ were extracted in the network of the
defense team. Thus, we verified the correct extraction
by the proposed method from Fig. 4. These experi-
mental results verify that the proposed method appro-
priately generates the player network. Furthermore, we
can verify the proposed method appropriately extracts
the important players by using HITS algorithm.

Finally, we numerically evaluated the effectiveness
of the proposed method. For the quantitative evalu-
ation, 4,532 player networks ∗∗∗ generated from 2,266
frames in actual soccer videos. We applied the proposed
method to each network and checked whether the result
of extraction is correct or not. Correct extraction of
important players was achieved in 2,886 networks, and

∗∗∗ We generated the attack team player networks and the defense

team player networks from each frame.

the accuracy rate was 63.8% as shown in Table. 1. Fur-
thermore, when we note only the player networks of the
attack team, the accuracy rate is approximately 82.2%.

In order to confirm the reasonability of the link
analysis-based method, we compared the performance
of the important player extraction with a conventional
method. The conventional method extracts two impor-
tant players based on running speeds of each player from
each network. Specifically, we extract players who are
the highest speed in each team since the running speed
is generally used for the player evaluation. The accu-
racy of the conventional method was 24.7%, when we
note only the attack team, the accuracy of the conven-
tional method 21.3%. From these results, since impor-
tant players were more successfully extracted by intro-
ducing the link analysis into the soccer video analysis,
we confirmed the reasonability of the proposed method.

In addition, when the audiences lack experience such
as spectateor in studium and viewer of soccer videos,
they can not understand the various game informa-
tion such as important players and pass courses etc.
Therefore, by indicating the important players on vari-
ous information devices based on the proposed method,
many audience will be encouraged to obtain better un-
derstanding of the various game information.

6. Conclusions

In order to obtain information for understanding soc-
cer matches, we proposed a new extraction method of
important players. We noted that relationship between
the players is similar to relationship between the web
pages which is connected by links. Thus, link analysis
was introduced into the proposed method. By applying
HITS algorithm to player networks, important players
were extracted from soccer videos. The reasonability
of the link analysis-based method was shown from the
experimental results.

However, improvement of the proposed method which
include the defense scenes is needed. The proposed
method can currently be applied only to single frames.
Since soccer tactics are defined by the formation which
is player positions and there movement, by utilizing
multiple frames in soccer videos, the improvement of
the proposed method can be expected. Therefore, as
the future work of this study, we should extend the
proposed method to direct video processing for appli-
cations.
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Table 1 Results of experiment for numerical evaluation.

Total Correct Wrong Accuracy rate Accuracy rate in attack team

The number of player networks 4,532 2,886 1,646 63.8% 82.2%
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Fig. 3 Extraction results in scene 1: (a) player positions, (b) Extraction result in a network of the attack

team, (c) Extraction result in a network of the defense team, (d) Extraction result in scene 1.
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Fig. 4 Extraction results in scene 2: (a) player positions, (b) Extraction result in a network of the attack

team, (c) Extraction result in a network of the defense team, (d) Extraction result in scene 2.
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